
When the owners purchased this beautiful home on a 

corner block in leafy Mosman, the house hadn’t been 

given a facelift for decades. 

It was time for a much-needed refresh, inside and out. 

One of the top priorities was modifying the windows 

and doors to open the home.

To create a sense of connection between the interior 

and exterior spaces, the team at Orion Aluminium was 

consulted and Vantage® 618 MAGNUM™ sliding doors 

were chosen for the task. The doors span floor-to-ceiling 

where possible to maximise the view and natural light.  

The flush threshold all the way around makes this 

connection feel seemless.

A complex corner configuration with cavity sliding 

doors gives the owners greater flexibility and space 

within the home.  At a whopping 2.7 metres high, they 

create a stunning focal point.

Elevate™ 462 Awning and 466 Sliding Windows were 

chosen to meet the designer’s preference for square 

edge forms and continuous sightlines.
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Our focus is always on you, your needs and getting the perfect finished product for your requirements, no 

matter how big or small. Our professional service, industry experience and eye for detail means you can count 

on us for all your aluminium and glass needs. Servicing Sydney. 

P: (02) 9517 4400 | E: info@orionaluminium.com.au

VANTAGE® SERIES 618 MAGNUM™ SLIDING DOOR

To complete this modern facelift, Zeus matt black finish 

was selected for the aluminium windows and doors.

Because the windows and doors were so expansive, 

thermal glass was used for added insulation to help keep 

the home cooler in summer and warmer in winter.

Additionally, remote-controlled highlight awning 

windows are easily opened for natural air flow and 

circulation – especially during the colder months when 

doors are normally closed.

All windows and doors are complemented with 

ICON™ hardware – chosen for its durability and style.

 The result is a modern oasis of privacy and beauty that 

will delight its owners for years to come.

For the full feature and gallery, visit:  

vantagewindows.com.au

Maximum Panel Height:  3000mm 

Maximum Panel Width:  2000mm 

Maximum Glass Thickness: ≤24mm

With its clean lines, strength and 

bold styling, the elegant Vantage® 

MAGNUM™ stacking sliding door never 

fails to make a statement.

 × Up to four panels in each direction, 

with a potential 12m span. 

 × A range of standard or high-

performance sills.

 × Can be recessed for a flush threshold.

 × Ideal for areas with high winds or 

heavy rain.

 × Can be configured as a 90˚ corner 

door or a cavity slider. Uses Heavy-

duty rollers for easy operation.

 × Accepts single or double glazing.

2D & 3D CAD Files Available | Download from specifyaws.com.au to use in your projects.  

For more information on this and the rest of the Vantage® range: vantagewindows.com.au

Architect: Smyth & Smyth. Photographer: Ryan Linnegar.


